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Exercise 6 
 

Controlling of a bipolar stepper motor with the help of eProDas SCI 

module and program language Visual Basic 
 

A bipolar stepper motor fundamentally consists of two windings and a magnetic anchorless 

The anchorless moves depending on the magnetic field which is caused by running of the 

current through the winding. The connectors of the winding of the stepper motor are shown in 

picture 1. 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Picture 1: Connectors/attachments of the stepper motor 

 

We will use an integrating circuit L293 with four Half H drivers to control the stepper motor. 

The DAQ eProDas SC1 module will be connected as shown in picture 2: 

 
Picture 2: Wiring of DAQ eProDas SC1 and H – bridge with stepper motor 

 

In order to rotate the stepper motor we should bring signals – shown in picture 2 – to the 

eProDas SC1 module outlets. 
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Picture 3: Amplitude time chart of signals 

 

User interface: 

 

We place the buttons Test start, Test stop and Exit into the window. When we 

push/press/click the Test start button, a periodical signal with a code – shown on picture 3 – 

should appear at DAQ outlets. Rotation velocity of a stepper motor depends on the interval of 

the signal. In order to set the interval and thus also the rotation velocity we will use a 

construct timer. In case the frequency of excitation is too high, rotation of the stepper motor 

will not be analogue but instead shaking at the shaft will be noticeable. When we 

press/push/click the button Test stop the stepper motor will stop. Your only task is to change 

the programme so that you see which value has to be changed in order to cause the motor to 

rotate either slower or faster. 

A few more things about the timer 

The timer is enabled with Timer1.Enable = True, and disabled with Timer1.Enable = False. 

Therefore we will disable it by clicking on one or the other start button or stop button. The 

time of the timer has to be set in the procedure of the window pop-up (Form1.Load) using the 

syntaxTimer1.Interval = 100, which means that a suitable outlet code for controlling of the 

stepper motor will be set every 100 ms. In order to use the construct timer we also have to set 

Timer1 in the form. In order to achieve the perfect functioning of the timer we have to enter a 

subprogram, which is carried out every 100 ms, Timer1_tick(….) and create a controlling 

program. 
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The form of the user interface is shown in picture 4. 

 

 
 

Picture 4: User interface 

 

Programming: 

 

1. First we start with a new project which will be named simply Test_kor_motor (Test step 

motor). We save it into an appropriate folder straight away.  Then we make sure we 

import the libraries and also make sure we do not forget to call the procedures enabling 

functioning of a USB port: eprodasinit() and eprodasclose(). 

2. As seen from the amplitude chart the codes 10, 6, 5, 9, 10…constantly repeat themselves. 

Therefore we will create variables named korak (step) (1, 2, 3, 4, 1, 2…) and a 

control/driver code named izhod(exit). Thus we write into the procedures field, at its very 

top: 

 

Dim korak, izhod as Byte 

 

3. To the procedure Form1_Load we add: Timer1.Interval = 50 in korak = 0 

4. To the event Button1.Click we write Timer1.Enabled = True and to Button2.Click we 

write Timer1.Enabled = False  

5. By double clicking the icon Timer1 in the window the procedure Timer1_Tick(…) opens. 

Here we write the following: 

korak = korak +1    'povečujemo korak 1,2,3,4 

If korak < 5 then 

 If korak = 1 then izhod = 10 'B1 in B3 H 

 If korak = 2 then izhod = 6 'B1 in B2 H 

 If korak = 3 then izhod = 5 'B2 in B0 H 

 If korak = 4 then izhod = 9 'B3 in B0 H 

 DoutNum(Port.B, Izhod)  'na port B postavimo kodo 
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else 

 korak = 0 

End If 

 

6. Checking of functioning of a stepper motor (use of  an oscilloscope).  

7. Add a scroll bar TrackBar1, to the window so that you can change the interval of the 

timer Timer1.Interval. To the procedure Timer1.Tick(…) you will add: 

 

Timer1.Interval = Trackbar1. Value 

 

As you change the position of the scroll bar when the stepper motor is in motion, its velocity 

will change. 

To make sure everything runs smoothly also type in the code Form1.Load:  to the procedure: 

 

TrackBar1.Maximum = 200  'maksimalna vrednost drsnika 

TrackBar1.Minimum = 1   'minimalna vrednost drsnika 

TrackBar1.Value = 100   'lega drsnika ob zagonu 

 

Place two more labels into the window: Hitrost ms: (Velocity ms:) and an empty one where 

velocity will show. If you change the position of the scroll bar (that is a double click on the 

scroll bar and the procedure TrackBar1.Scroll(..) opens), the labels shows the following text: 

 

Label2.Text = Str(TrackBar1.Value) 

 

Since you type the text TrackBar1 into the Label, and yet Value is a number, we pute Str in 

front of the command in order to convert the neumber to text.  

 

Picture 5 shows what the user interface looks like. 
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Picture5: User interface for changing of the velocity of a stepper motor. 

 

 

Exercise 6 - Conclusion 

 

1. Explain the use of this type of controlling:  

 

 

 

2. Write down new parts and explaing their meaning/purpose: 

 

part meaning/purpose 

  

  

  

 

3. Write down new characteristics and explain their meaning: 

 

characteristics meaning 
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4. Write down new actions/events/processes and explain their meaning: 

 

event/action/process meaning 

  

  

  

  

 

 

Name and surname   class      place, date  

 


